Temporospatial quantification of fluorescein-labeled sinonasal irrigation delivery.
Treatment of sinonasal disease is predicated on the delivery and retention of the agent at the desired location. Despite multiple distribution studies, there remains a need for a method capable quantifying not only the site and amount of agent deposition but the rate of clearance as well. Five patients underwent endoscopic image capture of 3 subsites over 15 minutes following fluorescein-dyed irrigation using a squeeze bottle, nasal saline spray, or nasal gel spray. Area and intensity staining were quantified using a graphics editing program. Total intensity scores were compared using a Student t test. The squeeze bottle was the only method demonstrating delivery to the oropharynx (37 ± 22 mm(2) ). The nasal gel resulted in the greatest coverage of the middle turbinate region (10 ± 15 mm(2) ) while the nasal saline spray (75 ± 31 mm(2) ) resulted in the greatest inferior turbinate coverage. No significant differences in clearance rates were found between delivery methods at any subsite. This method is capable of quantifying both the area and intensity of fluorescein deposition using a variety of delivery methods. While small variations in subsite coverage were noted, all methods resulted in significant internal valve deposition. Despite differences in delivery volume and viscosity, all methods resulted in similar rates of fluorescein clearance.